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Reviews of the Straight from the Hip by Susan Mallery

1. Tholmeena
The book was good but not great.Izzy annoyed me to all ends as she had
the opportunity to regain her eye sight but bulked at having the surgery.
Lets face it she couldn't see clearly and was stumbling about. She was as
close to being blind left the way she was! How many people don't have an
option.

Her father was a total jerk . She should just tell him to take a powder.
There is no doubt he has no feelings for her. He only wants to use his
children for his own gains. I was glad when Garth turned down his offer of
a great job in his company. I hope daddy looses his shirt.
The hero,Nick was just ok. I felt he should have been honest from the start
and saved us about fifty pages of lamenting of what he should do and
didn't. As usual though love conquers all . Nick and Izzie get together for
a happy ever after ending and oh! Izzie has her surgery and all is well she
can see again.

2. Hi_Jacker
The storylines are finally coming to a end. The conclusion from all the
Garth drama is coming to a crest. This is the third book in the Lone Star
Sisters series by Susan Mallery. This was Izzys story and a continuance
from the previous two. Izzys story follows along with her accident in the
last book. She has to find strength she didn't know she had, we get
introduced to beautiful new characters, while catching up with old ones.
It's a truly inspiring story. One of the best. Can't wait for the conclusion in
the next book.

3. Androlhala
I haven't read this book yet, but am very upset to find the listed 384 pages
to be totally misleading. I don't know where the pages disappeared to, but
the mass market paperback copy of this book which I just received from
Amazon has only 313 pages, including the title page and other opening
pages which show up before the story starts, as well as six and a quarter
pages from another of Susan's books.
I wouldn't have paid $7.99 for this paperback had I known it had so few
pages.

4. LØV€ YØỮ
I don't usually read contemporary romance, but I liked this more than I
thought I would. I liked the idea that the heroine was blind, or at least
partially. I didn't really like her selfishness, but I could buy it for the most
part. Nick is a good hero, aside from the cliche of not telling Izzy the truth
about something central to the plot. But that happens in almost 100% of
story-telling so I guess I can't fault the author. Everyone lies; it's a fact of
life. Oh, and the love scenes are hot. I liked them. :)

5. Zorve
Good story with surprises galore. Love won out in the end. There were
issues with the main characters to be conquered.

6. GWEZJ
good book

7. Malanim
The Lone Star Sisters is a great series. This book, picks up after Izzy's
accident. Her sisters have hired someone to help her, and he literally
carries her off to his ranch. I enjoyed reading how Nick and the others
working with him, help Izzy and she also helps them -- excellent addition
to series. Hard to say which sister I liked best!

8. This is one of a series, read this one to complete the series.
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